Detection of enzymatic activity of transfer RNA modification enzymes using radiolabeled tRNA substrates.
The presence of modified ribonucleotides derived from adenosine, guanosine, cytidine, and uridine is a hallmark of almost all cellular RNA, and especially tRNA. The objective of this chapter is to describe a few simple methods that can be used to identify the presence or absence of a modified nucleotide in tRNA and to reveal the enzymatic activity of particular tRNA-modifying enzymes in vitro and in vivo. The procedures are based on analysis of prelabeled or postlabeled nucleotides (mainly with [(32)P] but also with [(35)S], [(14)C] or [(3)H]) generated after complete digestion with selected nucleases of modified tRNA isolated from cells or incubated in vitro with modifying enzyme(s). Nucleotides of the tRNA digests are separated by two-dimensional (2D) thin-layer chromatography on cellulose plates (TLC), which allows establishment of base composition and identification of the nearest neighbor nucleotide of a given modified nucleotide in the tRNA sequence. This chapter provides useful maps for identification of migration of approximately 70 modified nucleotides on TLC plates by use of two different chromatographic systems. The methods require only a few micrograms of purified tRNA and can be run at low cost in any laboratory.